6. The best way to encourage innovative thinking is not to promise financial rewards for ideas, but to ensure that the person making the suggestion receives recognition for his contribution.

A. but to ensure that the person making the suggestion receives recognition for his contribution
B. but to ensure that the person who makes the suggestion will be receiving recognition for his contribution
C. but rather by ensuring that the person making the suggestion receives recognition for his contribution
D. but rather ensure that suggestion-maker receives recognition for his contribution
E. but instead make sure that the suggestion-maker will receive recognition

7. Denim jeans were originally worn not so much as a fashion statement as for their being practical work clothes.

A. Denim jeans were originally worn not so much as a fashion statement as for their being practical work clothes
B. Denim jeans were originally worn not so much as a fashion statement but for their being practical work clothes
C. Denim jeans were originally worn not so much as a fashion statement but for being practical work clothes
D. Denim jeans were originally worn not as a fashion statement as for them being practical work clothes
E. Denim jeans were originally worn not as a fashion statement but as for them being practical work clothes

Spot the ERROR from 8 to 11:

8. Hopefully(A), we will be(B) able to complete the building before(C) the rainy season sets in(D). No error(E)

A. B. C. D. E.

9. Illiteracy is an enormous problem(A), it affects(B) millions of people worldwide(C), and is an impediment to(D) social progress. No error(E)

A. B. C. D. E.

10. My father saw how much(A) Uncle Tom was enjoying(B) his early retirement, and(C) so he decided to do the same(D). No error(E)

A. B. C. D. E.

11. Shoes of those(A) kind are(B) bad for the feet(C); low heels are(D) better. No error(E)

A. B. C. D. E.

Analogy:


Choose the best ANTONYM:

15. Acumen a) Insight b) Stupidity c) Supplement d) Lovable